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Introduction
The Town of Rome is designated as a community at very high risk to wildfire due to several factors, some of
which include the vegetation of the area, housing density and fire occurrence. The DNR’s Division of
Forestry is committed to offering resources and support in planning, preparing and preventing wildfires to
at risk towns and municipalities. One way to do this is through the creation of a Community Wildfire
Protection Plan (CWPP).
Community Wildfire Protection Plans
A Community Wildfire Protection Plan (CWPP) is a document collaboratively created at the township level
in Wisconsin. Community Wildfire Protection Plans address issues such as emergency response, fuels
reduction, community preparedness and structure ignitability. The Wildfire Risk Reduction Action Plan, or
the list of projects to pursue, is the key component of the CWPP. The minimum requirements for a CWPP
are collaboration, prioritized fuels reduction and treatment of structural ignitability. The final contents of a
CWPP must be mutually agreed upon by the local government (Town Board), the local fire department
(Rome Fire Department), and the state entity responsible for forest management (DNR).
Rome’s CWPP Background
Rome’s first CWPP was adopted in 2007. In the first five years of CWPP implementation, the Town of Rome
enacted a nuisance ordinance on dead timber and brush, which was adopted December 17, 2009 (Appendix
#1). Three demonstration homes were identified, home ignition zone assessments were offered several
times, various educational outreach efforts were implemented and the Town implemented a curbside
brush chipping program.
The original CWPP was reviewed in 2012 with a new updated CWPP adopted January 24, 2013. The update
was an opportunity to celebrate successes and recalibrate the action plan after 5 years of experience in risk
reduction. There was a commitment to continue and refine the curbside program by considering ways to
make it more efficient. Picking up the brush rather than chipping it curbside increased efficiency and hiring
a subcontractor with specialized equipment allowed the work to proceed faster. Towards the end of this
last implementation period, the Town invested in their own equipment, eliminating the need to
subcontract. A new publication called “Guide to Hazardous Fuels Reduction in the Town of Rome” was
created to help people understand why removing dead trees and brush was important and options for
doing so.
Also, with the 2013 update, there was a renewed focus on
education. A risk map of the Town was created and
posted in several locations, tote bags were handed out at
Pritzl’s, placemats and kid bags were available at
restaurants, and Burma shave prevention signs were
posted at Dyracuse. A new flyer on evacuation was
created and eventually mailed to all property owners and
evacuation signage was posted in Lake Sherwood. For
more information on the projects completed between
2013‐2018 as well as wildfire risk reduction funds
reimbursed by the DNR by year, see Appendices #2 and
#3.

Evacuation route signage
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Planning Process
After another implementation period, it was time to once again consider a refresh of Rome’s CWPP. On
September 21, 2017, the Town of Rome agreed to participate in a CWPP planning process to update their
CWPP and passed a Resolution to Participate. Three planning meetings were held and took place on July
30, 2018, August 20, 2018 and September 21, 2018.
DNR compiled this new CWPP update (2019‐2023) with the planning committee reviewing and agreeing
upon its contents. It was reviewed by the Town Board supervisors and adopted on 9/18/19.
CWPP Planning Committee
The following report is a collaborative effort between various participants. The representatives listed below
comprise the core decision‐making team responsible for this report and mutually agree on the Plan’s
contents.
Name
Bob Baurhyte
Jon Sonnenberg
Amy Luebke
Todd Pulvermacher
Jane Gervais
George Taub
Steve Crubel
Jim Gohmann
Jeff Jawson
Dave Trudeau

Organization
Supervisor, Town of Rome
Director of Highways & Public Works, Town of Rome
Forestry Specialist, DNR
Forester Ranger, DNR
Director, Adams County Emergency Management
Chief, Rome Fire Department
Representative, Lake Arrowhead
Representative, Lake Camelot
Representative, Lake Camelot
Representative, Lake Sherwood

Community Background
The Town of Rome is located in the northwest corner of Adams County, Wisconsin. The majority of land in
the town is owned by a private timber company and consists of thousands of acres of red pine plantation.
The Town reports that there are 7,306 parcels with approximately 5,000 property owners. The 2010 census
reports a population of 2,720 people. Approximately 60% of the homes are seasonal residences.
The majority of homes are located in densely populated housing communities around the “tri lakes” of Lake
Camelot, Lake Arrowhead and Lake Sherwood. There are several smaller subdivisions and homes scattered
throughout the town as well.
The Town of Rome is known as a recreational area with boating, golfing, ATVs, snowmobiling, and hunting.
Rome is also the new home of the Wisconsin Trapshooting Association and Sand Valley Resort
Conservancy.
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Wildfire Hazard
The Town falls within Fire Landscape 4: Central Wisconsin Sands (see map below) which is described as
containing extensive areas of jack and red pine, with dry, sandy and organic soils. This is one of the highest
wildfire risk landscapes in Wisconsin, with a notable wildfire history and potential for a 10,000‐acre fire.
Since 1975, there have been several wildfires greater than 2,500
acres in size in this area.
FIRE NAME
New Miner I
Brockway Fire
Airport Fire
Saratoga Fire
Cottonville Fire

COUNTY
Juneau
Jackson
Jackson
Wood
Adams

YEAR
1976
1977
1977
1977
2005

SIZE___
3,177 acres
17,590 acres
3,037 acres
6,159 acres
3,410 acres

We’ve been fortunate not to have had a project class fire in Central
Wisconsin since 2005. Although, the 7,500‐acre Germann Road
Fire did occur in 2013 in northwestern Wisconsin, which has similar
soils and forest cover type. Although it’s true we don’t have a
history of very large destructive wildfires on a frequent basis, there
continues to be the potential for a significant wildfire in the Town
of Rome. Rome does experience smaller wildfires on an annual
basis. A wildfire does not have to be large to do significant
damage.

Fire Landscape 4: Central Wisconsin Sands

Fire History
Historically, there have been a fair amount of fires throughout
the Town. In recent years the Town of Rome has averaged
about 7 wildfires per year. Fortunately, the average size for a
fire has been under one acre. However there continues to be
the potential for large‐scale wildfires which could burn
hundreds or thousands of acres in the area.
Description of Wildfire Risks
Fuels
The Town, as a whole, is very wooded. It is dominated by
nutrient poor, sandy soils. Red pine plantation is the
predominant forest cover in the Town and covers many
square miles. Overall, the pine fuels represent the greatest
risk for carrying crown fire, which is the most difficult type of
fire to suppress. Outside of the pine plantations, the forest
cover is generally a mix of scrub oak and jack pine, which is
mostly what surrounds the homes in the lake communities.
The amount of red pine plantation is noteworthy as is the
amount of dead oak trees and the resulting fuel load. The

Town of Rome Very High Risk
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wildfire risk in the Town of Rome is significant both due to the amount of flammable vegetation and the
sheer quantity of structures to protect.
The accumulation of hazardous fuels on privately owned lots, lake association common areas, and public
properties is a hazard to surrounding homes. Concentrations of dead and downed woody material burn
readily and are difficult to extinguish. Should this material ignite, the heat can affect surrounding homes as
well as throw off embers that can cause homes to ignite. Concentrations of fuel can also serve as “ladder
fuel” providing a means for a fire burning along the ground to move into the treetops where it can be more
difficult to suppress. It can lead to limited resources being used to extinguish or monitor areas of intense
fire activity instead of being able to focus on suppression of the wildfire.
Reducing the fuel load continues to be a
priority for risk reduction. The Town’s transfer
site is open for brush drop off and the nuisance
ordinance on dead timber and brush continues
to encourage property owners to reduce their
risk. The Town has recently increased its
investment in this area by purchasing
specialized equipment so that town staff and
equipment can be used for curbside brush pick
up, rather than having to hire subcontractors,
and also by putting money in the town budget
to help support this work in addition to grant
funds. Ideally the town would like to offer
curbside brush pick up to half the town each
Curbside brush pick up October 2018
year. The current intention is to offer the
program to the east side of the town on odd
years and to the west side of town on the even years. Lake Arrowhead plans to offer curbside brush pick
up to its property owners every year.
There is also interest in gaining efficiencies with the nuisance ordinance. Some discussion occurred around
the ordinance being driven by complaints. Although there is not wording in the ordinance to require this, it
was the clear direction of the acting board at the time the ordinance was implemented. It was noted that
often surrounding lots are markedly worse that those that have been referred for enforcement/review. It
was felt that an approach based on risk might be more reasonable. The planning committee discussed the
idea that non‐compliant properties could be notified right before a scheduled curbside brush pick up
project was planned, as a cost‐free opportunity to make compliance somewhat easier.
Structural Ignitability
During a busy fire day when a major wildfire is burning or when several smaller fires are occurring at the
same time, it is unlikely there will be enough firefighting resources available to defend every home. That’s
why it is important for homeowners to do their part to protect their home by preparing their homes ahead
of time for wildfire. Wise choices in building materials, landscaping and maintenance can make a home less
likely to ignite. For more information on recommendations for homeowners, see Appendix 4.
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The Town has a growing population with lots of structures in or near the woods. There are a few areas that
are of particular concern related to structure ignitability, in part due to the density of homes in a wooded
area. Parts of Lake Arrowhead, Lake Sherwood and Lake Camelot are of concern. Where homes are on the
water and have landscaped yards, the risk is lower. There are parts of all three subdivisions, however,
where homes are tucked into the surrounding woods and are more vulnerable to ignition.
In some cases, especially around lakes or when lots sizes are smaller, home ignition zones can overlap,
making a person vulnerable to the choices of their neighbors. Education, open communication and
collaboration are methods for addressing this issue. Fortunately, Lake Camelot (2007), Lake Arrowhead
(2009) and Lake Sherwood (2010) are recognized Firewise Sites and are also actively educating property
owners and doing fuels reduction work. WestWind Shores (2017) is the newest Firewise site and is
becoming engaged in risk reduction.
Wildfire Risk Awareness
Although many projects have been conducted since 2007 to raise awareness of the risk of destructive
wildfires in the Town of Rome, there are still those that are not fully aware of the potential. Without a true
understanding of the wildfire risk of the area, people may think that a wildfire is unlikely to affect them.
They may not feel a sense of urgency to prepare their
property for wildfire or be cautious with fire in the
outdoors. Although the 3,410‐acre Cottonville Fire in
2005 is a very good example of how wildfire can impact
the local area, the benefit of having a local fire on
increasing wildfire awareness decreases over time.
Fire Prevention
Statewide, the leading cause of wildfires continues to be
debris burning. With Pritzl’s writing 1,000 burn permits
each year (the #1 permit writer in the State), we have
good reason to suspect that debris burning is prevalent in
the Town of Rome. We should continue to remind debris
burners to make sure they have their free annual burning
permits and are following the rules, including checking the
restrictions on each day they want to burn. Reminders to
fully extinguish burn piles might be beneficial as well as
general messaging related to safe burning.

Fire trucks need clearance from vegetation both
vertically and horizontally to reach homes

Emergency Response
There are many dead ends or cul de sacs within the tri lakes
communities which could make it challenging for outside fire agency
resources to navigate. It can also present an issue in the event of the
evacuation of homeowners from the area.
On a positive note, flag‐format fire number signs have already been
posted, which can help incoming resources identify the locations of
fires. In terms of local resources, the Rome Fire Department has

Address signs visible
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newer GPS technology in their engines which can make responding to fires easier. The Adams County
Emergency Atlas is another useful tool used by firefighters to get to homes quickly.
For the most part, driveway access in the tri lakes area is adequate. Outside of the tri lakes there are a few
issues (perhaps 2%) with driveways that are long, with sharp curves and inadequate clearance from
surrounding vegetation. Overall it is felt that the fire department can navigate to all homes in the Town.
However, homeowners still need to maintain the vegetation along their driveway over time to
accommodate emergency vehicles. For driveway recommendations, see Appendix #5.
Process to Create Action Plan
After a review of the risks in the Town as well as a look back at what projects had been successful in the
past, the planning committee created a list of potential projects to address risks. From there, each entity
made a list of what projects they had interest and energy to pursue over the next five years. The projects
in the Action Plan will help move us towards reaching the following goals and objectives.
Goals
 Reduce hazardous fuels in residential and community areas.
 Educate homeowners on reducing structure ignitability.
 Educate property owners on wildfire risk and prevention.
Objectives
 Increase opportunities for curbside brush pick up and gain efficiencies in managing the program.
 Encourage compliance with the nuisance ordinance for both developed and vacant lots less than 2
acres in size.
 Utilize town and property owner association platforms to share information on wildfire prevention
and risk reduction with property owners.
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ROME WILDFIRE RISK REDUCTION ACTION PLAN 2019‐2023
Town of Rome
 Continue to offer curbside pick‐up. Seek efficiencies to be able to cover more ground.
 Build capacity to maintain the brush pick up program by training town staff on various components
of the program: grant, timeline, letters, reporting.
 Update Rome webpage with wildfire content when available.
 Continue to educate property owners on the nuisance ordinance. Include a reference to the
ordinance in the chipping letter.
 Manage display of wildfire publications at Town Hall (available through DNR).
 Consider a reprint of Rome Fuels Reduction flyer.
 Put a loop on Channel 300 during spring wildfire season of Be Ember Aware video or another
wildfire video.
DNR WUI Specialist
 Provide webpage content to partners.
 Provide social media outreach to partners.
 When available, provide Wildfire Prevention Week (3rd full week in April) outreach items to the
Town to be distributed at Pritzl’s.
DNR Forester Ranger
 Illustrate to homeowners (PowerPoint or video) how firefighters triage homes during a wildfire
(Ranger + Fire Chief). Explain there are three categories and that homeowners should strive to be in
Category 1. This provides the motivation for improving the home ignition zone.
 Develop ‘Five Minutes to Firewise’ article to provide to lake associations for their newsletters.
 Provide existing DNR wildfire brochures to partners for rack at town hall and at three lake
clubhouses (for example, home ignition zone self‐assessment).
 Outreach item at Pritzl’s for when people pick up burn permits (for example, Check Before You Burn
magnet).
 Provide publications, articles and outreach items to partners as needed.
Property Owner Associations
 Wildfire information on association webpage and social media platforms as available. Post social
media outreach messages (burning permits in spring, campfires in summer, house prep in fall, safest
time to burn and ash disposal in winter). For example, Lake Camelot has a Facebook page and is
willing to post wildfire information.
 Include wildfire articles in POA newsletters. Articles could address: educating property owners on
nuisance ordinance, how to reduce structural ignitability, and promoting curbside pick‐up projects
as well as other topics.
 Provide wildfire brochures at clubhouses (for example, HIZ self‐assessment).
 Show ‘Be Ember Aware” video or other videos or presentations during association meetings or
events (for example, at Lake Camelot Frolic or in the lodge on a busy weekend). Perhaps as part of a
wildfire display with banners and publications.
 Continued fuels reduction work through the Firewise sites. Currently, this includes:
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o Lake Sherwood: ongoing maintenance of 14‐acre Sherwood Forest
o Lake Arrowhead: provide curbside brush pick up to whole subdivision annually
o Lake Camelot: volunteer chipping days on common property

Lake Camelot
Lake Arrowhead
Lake Sherwood

Webpage
X
X
X

Facebook
X
X

Newsletter
X
X
X

Info Board
X

Events
Frolic (Aug)

X

Fire Department
 Work with forester ranger on visual presentation of how firefighters triage homes.
 Educate property owners on nuisance ordinance. Develop a newsletter article using commonly
understood language that the POAs can print in their newsletters.
 Provide regular updates to CWPP work group on number and status of nuisance ordinance
complaints. Work with Town to adjust process and policy as needed.
 Display fire engine banner on Rome fire trucks during parades or open houses.
 Consider a wildfire display at fire department events. Could include brochures, banners or a video
running in the background.
 With board approval, could do a survey of the project area before curbside pickup is set to begin to
see which properties are in violation of the ordinance. Could enlist the help of volunteers. Then
have the ability to make them aware of the violation as well as a free means of having the brush
picked up.
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APPENDIX #1: Rome’s Nuisance Ordinance
9.09 RESTRICTIONS ON DEAD TIMBER & BRUSH
(1) PURPOSE: The Town of Rome is heavily wooded. The combination of woodlands and high density
housing make homes in the Town particularly vulnerable to wildfires. The effects of such wildfires would be
devastating to both persons and property. Dead trees and brush are highly combustible and represent an ideal
fuel for the start and spread of a wildfire. The Town has determined that dead trees and brush constitute a
safety hazard and a public nuisance and that it is therefore necessary to regulate them.
(2) DEAD TREES AND BRUSH PROHIBITED IN MANAGED AREAS AS FOLLOWS: Every owner
of a parcel(s) of land that is two (2) acres or less with or without a permanent building on it shall be subject
to these restrictions on their entire property. Every owner of a parcel that is greater than two (2) acres in size
with a dwelling on it shall be subject to these restrictions within one hundred (100) feet of the dwelling. This
shall not apply to any outlots, green spaces, common areas or other parcels that are undivided fractionally
owned by a Property Association landowner or wholly owned by a Property Owners’ Association.
The managed area shall be kept free of:
(a) dead trees, standing or fallen, that are 6 inches or greater in diameter at the base of the tree;
(b) dead brush and trees limbs on the ground greater than 3” in diameter on the larger end;
(c) brush piles greater than 3’ x 3’ x 3’
In an attempt to prevent the spread of oak wilt, property owners shall avoid cutting or injuring standing oak
trees during the period of April 15 – October 1 of each year except in the case of natural disasters where this
can be suspended for a time to be determined by the Town Board. Dead wood that is already on the ground
can be cut and piled regardless of the time of year.
(3) PROCEDURE: Whenever the Town Board’s designee shall determine that a property owner is in
violation of this section, the Town Board’s designee shall send a notice of the violation to the property
owner. The notice shall include a description of what constitutes the violation and shall set forth a deadline
for the violation to be remedied not to exceed eighteen (18) months. If the violation is not remedied by the
deadline, the property owner may be issued a citation by the Police Department for the violation. In addition,
the Town may abate the nuisance pursuant to the normal procedure for the abatement of a nuisance.
(4) PENALTIES: Any owner of property convicted of a violation of this Section shall be subject to a fine of
not more than two hundred dollars ($200.00) plus costs. Each day that the subject property remains in
violation of this Ordinance shall constitute a separate violation.
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APPENDIX #2: STATUS ON ROME’S ACTION PLAN ITEMS 2013‐2017
Year
Annual

Project Name
Curbside Brush
Pick‐Up

Annual

Wildfire
Prevention Week

Project Description
Offer curbside brush pick‐up throughout the Town
on a rotating basis. Include an offer for a home
ignition zone assessment.
Plan an outreach project during Wildfire Prevention
Week in April each year.

Annual

CWPP Annual
Summary
Driveway Access
Information
Wildfire
Information
Packets
Firewise Display

Create an annual summary of CWPP progress at the
end of each calendar year and share with the public.
Hang fire engine banners on Rome Fire Department
equipment during community events.
Mail wildfire information packets to new property
owners and make them available for pick up at
Wildfire Information Spaces.
Set up Firewise display at select local events.

Firewise
Communities
(FWC)
Firewise
Webpage
Wildfire
Information
Spaces
CWPP 5 Year
Update

FWC representatives will keep their association
members informed regarding issues related to
wildfire.
Develop and maintain a Firewise webpage on Town
website.
Maintain Wildfire Information Spaces for wildfire
information and CWPP updates.

Annual
Annual

Annual
Annual

2013
2013

2013

2013

Evacuation Route

2013

Fire Danger
Update

2013

Community
At Risk Map
Rome Wildfire
History Map
Evacuation
Information

2013
2014

Create a Community Wildfire Protection Plan
(CWPP) Update publication and mail it to all
property owners in Rome.
Ensure the viability of the 10th Avenue Dam
evacuation route.
When ground is not completely snow‐covered, put
an image of Smokey on Channel 300 with web
address and phone number to learn fire danger for
the day.
Create a Community at Risk map of the Town of
Rome.
Create a map that shows Rome’s wildfire history.

2014

Hazardous Fuels
Publication

Mail a general publication on evacuation to all
property owners with a cover letter from the Fire
Chief.
Create a publication called “Guide to Hazardous
Fuels Reduction in the Town of Rome”.

2014

Firewise
Presentation

Offer a presentation on recommendations for the
home ignition zone during the summer.

Status
Curbside pick‐up has been
offered every year.
In 2013 we did tote bags with
a flyer at Pritzl’s. In 2014 we
did placemats and kids bags
at Rome restaurants.
Not done.
Done.
Not done.

Annual meeting and/or Env
Day in 2014 and 2015.
Done.

Pursued but never finalized.
Set up in Camelot and
Arrowhead. Not maintained.
Sherwood’s is in progress.
Done in 2013.

Done.
Not done.

Done in 2013.
Not done.
Done. It went out with the
chipping guideline letter in Sp
14 and Sp 15.
Done. It went out with the
chipping guideline letter in
Fall 2015.
Not done. Decided that it
would be difficult to promote
a stand‐alone event.
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APPENDIX #3: Wildfire Risk Reduction Funds 2013‐2018

Year

Loads

2013

323 loads

Reimbursed
to Town
$13,909.60+
$22,76.93 =
$16,186.53
$16,190

2014

483 loads

$25,199.56
$25,200

2015

257 loads

$21,981.89
$22,000

2016

626 loads

$28,350.04
$28,350

2017

164 loads

$9702.29
$9,700

2018

TOTAL

1788
cubic yards

$7,171

Projects
CWPP meeting 2/6/13, 3/27/13, 12/16/13
Spring 2013 – curbside in Sherwood and Arrowhead (9 HIZ)
Fall 2013 – West side of 13 (22%)
Rome CWPP 2013 Update flyer mailed out $2276.93
Wildfire Prevention Week Smokey Bear tote bag with Rome
flyer 2100
Town of Rome CAR map and Cottonville Footprint poster
Wildfire Info Sites established (Camelot, Arrowhead)
CWPP meetings on 6/4 and 12/3
Rome Dead Trees & Brush flyer
Emergency Evacuation flyer
Firewise presentation at annual meeting 4/19/14 with display
Evacuation signs posted in Sherwood
Chipping: Sp 14 on east side (included evacuation flyer)
Chipping Fall 2014 on east side (25% participation)
Sp 2014 HIZ assessments = 17
CWPP Meeting on 4/2/15
Spring 2015 = 20% (west side) (included evacuation flyer)
Fall 2015 = 17% (west side) (include haz fuels flyer)
Display at Rome annual meeting and Env Day.
Rome webpage graphics = $60.00
CWPP Meeting on 9/20/16
Spring 2016 25% (east side) (largest participation ever)
Burma Shave signs posted at Dyracuse
Fall 2016 = 23% (east side)
CWPP Meeting on 6/14/17
Fall 2017 = 21% participated (Project Area #1) 119 acres
treated
We created a Rome chipping poster for project area #1 ($120
WUI budget)
Planning meetings on 7/30/18, 8/20/18, 9/21/18
Fall 2018 = 19% participated (Project Area #2) 117 acres
treated

$108.571
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APPENDIX #4: Recommendations for Reducing Structure Ignitability
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APPENDIX #5: Recommendations to Improve Emergency Response
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APPENDIX #6: Town of Rome
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APPENDIX #7: Town of Rome
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